Title: PCH 033a - Biosafety Level II- Lab Renovation

Location: Petch Building Room 033a, 033 and Adjacent Corridor

Description: Facilities Management is working with Aral Construction Ltd. to undertake renovations to upgrade lab space for PCH 033a. Deliverables include a renovation of 033a to meet Canadian Biosafety Standards Containment Level 2 standards.

Work in Petch 033a, 033, and adjacent corridor include: concrete coring and cutting, carpentry, painting, flooring, electrical work, mechanical work and lab casework installation. There will be a small amount of related work in the adjacent corridor. Dust control techniques will be utilized.

We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause.

Time frame: January 11, 2021 through July, 2021

FMGT contact: Kim Frechette, Project Manager

Email address: kfrechette@uvic.ca

Phone: 250-516-2922